
“Exploring Paint”

Lesson Plan

Step 1:  Introduce Painting Center 

Introduce the procedures of the painting center 
to the small group. Demonstrate how to mix 
colors and clean brushes. Have students label 
papers, then guide students through mixing one 
secondary color. Let students paint and explore 
color mixing. Some students will spend the 
majority of time mixing and some will end up 
with palettes full of brown paint. Both are 
valuable learning experiences. 

Step 2:  Assess Learning 

As students paint, observe how they are 
following procedures. Review as needed. Assess 
student learning about color theory by asking 
questions like: 

What colors have you mixed? How did you mix 
them? 

I see you made brown! How did you do that? 
What do you think will happen if you add white 
to a color? (Offer students white paint to try.)
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Step 3:  Clean Up and Reflect 

With around 15 minutes of class time left ask 
painters to finish last details and teach them 
clean up procedures using your anchor chart for 
reference. Ask students what they learned about 
the paint center and discuss answers.  

Tip: 12 cup muffin trays are perfect for this 
activity, as the deep wells do a great job of 
containing the paint. Adding two sets of 
primaries and white leaves room for mixing. 
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Objective:  Learn painting center 
procedures, experiment with color theory.

Materials 

• Tempera paint 
• Paint trays with primary colors 
• Paint brushes 
• Water containers  
• Paper 
• Anchor chart with painting procedures

Motivation 

• Read the book Mouse Paint, by Ellen Stoll Walsh or 
show it on video. 

• Tell the class that the painting center is the place 
in the art room where paint is used to mix colors 
and make art.  

• Select a small group to continue on to the painting 
center.

http://www.theartofed.com/2015/07/16/how-to-curb-questions-and-empower-students-with-anchor-charts/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fF_CAsEEF4I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fF_CAsEEF4I
http://www.theartofed.com/2015/07/16/how-to-curb-questions-and-empower-students-with-anchor-charts/

